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CERTIFICATE 
 
RARE CEREMONIAL SILVER KERO  
PERU - END OF CHIMÚ, BEGINNING OF INCA (AD 1350-1450) 
 
MATERIAL AND METHOD: superb vessel made of a silver leaf worked in repoussé, 
depicting the totemic figure of a chief or priest. The figure has an aquiline nose and wide open 
eyes as a sign of vigilance. He wears a necklace, and on the back the fish tail motif consisting in 
nine triangles. 
Punched silver, hammered, pushed and welded. Silver symbolically refers to the moon. 
Excellent state of preservation.  
ORIGIN: the kero is a relatively high cylindrical container used from ancient times in the Andes 
to drink alcohol and more specifically a special corn beer called Chicha. Those made of clay 
often depict geometric designs in the fashion of Pisac ceramics. The production of kero peaked 
between 1000 and 1200 A.D. Under the Inca kero were preferably made in identical pairs as they 
were used for special ceremonies where two companions would drink together. They were also 
offered to the provincial chiefs during their visits along with precious fabrics as a sign of Incan 
generosity. 
Kero production was controlled by the state and had to comply with specific standards. When  
made of silver they were rare since the Spanish melted all the gold and silver they found and 
brought it to the King of Spain as loot. Most of the silver extracted at this time was coming from 
the very important mine of Potosi. 
MEASUREMENTS: Height: 17.6 cm (6.9″) - Width: 14.3 cm (5.6″) 
CULTURAL PASSPORT issued by the French Ministry of Culture, n° 176730. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY: published in « Collecting Masterpieces », Part one, by Beryl Cavallini, 
pages 106 - 107. 
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